OTHELLO
References and materials

1. General:

ipl2: Shakespeare Bookshelf Quick links to the complete works of William Shakespeare, plus study guides, discussion groups, glossary and criticism. :
http://www.ipl.org/div/shakespeare/

Open Source Shakespeare Open Source Shakespeare attempts to be the best free website containing Shakespeare’s complete works. It is intended for scholars, thespians, and Shakespeare lovers of every kind.
http://www.opensourceshakespeare.org/

Shakespeare Resource Center. The mission of the Shakespeare Resource Center is simple: help people who need to research Shakespeare. This guiding principle has been the reason for the site's continued existence since 1997.
http://www.bardweb.net/study.html

2. Specific topics:

Literary Criticism The IPL Literary Criticism Collection contains critical and biographical websites about authors and their works that can be browsed by author, by title, or by nationality and literary period.
http://www.ipl.org/div/litcrit/

Folger's Digital Image Collection. The Folger's Digital Image Collection offers online access to over 40,000 images from the Folger Shakespeare Library collection, including books, theater memorabilia, manuscripts, art, and more
http://www.folger.edu/Content/Collection/Digital-Image-Collection/

3. SEARCH ENGINE:

Shakespeare Searched is a search engine designed to provide quick access to passages from Shakespeare's plays and sonnets. We aggregate search results by topic, work, and character to make it easy to find exactly what you're looking for.
http://shakespeare.yippy.com/

4. DATABASES

FROM PROQUEST:

Search term: Othello and race
Beauty and the Beast of Whiteness: Teaching race and gender

FROM American History ONLINE

Search term: Elizabethan age

Shakespeare, William (b. 1564–d. 1616)
From: Encyclopedia of American History: Three Worlds Meet, Beginnings to 1607, Revised Edition (Volume I)

Literature Resource Center (courtesy of El Camino college main library)

Search term : Othello

Produced more than 300 literary criticisms, 60 biographies, 89 overviews and 111 reviews.

5. Books from our STACKS

Title:A casebook on Othello.
Author:Dean, Leonard Fellows, CALL # PR2829 .D4

Title:Othello: an historical and comparative study.
Author:Stoll, Elmer Edgar, CALL # PR2829 .S75 1964

Title:Othello /
Author:Shakespeare, William, CALL # PR2829 .A2 G55 1996

Title:Shakespearean tragedy; lectures on Hamlet, Othello, King Lear, Macbeth,
Author:Bradley, A. C.(Andrew Cecil), CALL # PR2983 .B7 1905

6. Citation Guide/Tool

www.citationmachine.net

http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01